Its :naximm real or imaginary part is about unity, and Tm C is positive if its nrgcment is less than one-half (Fi::.
2). Thus for single-bunch motion F, is a forx factor that specifies tiie efficiency with which the resonator can drive a given mode. It depends on the phase change L$$ that occcrs during the p'assnge of a bunch (see Fig. 3 The maximum value of F1 for tk.e dipole mode occurs xhen C$ 21 71 so that an approximately linear waveform acts on the bunch.
Similarly, the quadrupole or breathing node is most efficiently driven when A$ is near 27, and so on for the higher modes.
In general, mode m is most efficiently driven when the resonator frequency is f res = m fcrit, where
is the most efficient frequency for driving dipole nodes (fo is the revolution frequency in Hz). The it is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of the bunching factor and the parameter i' = sin Qs. These arc computed assuming that the quality factor is larger than l/(bunching factor) and that f,,, ^) fcrit, so that the form factors D and F in Eq. (10) 
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